INSERTER IN-2C (SI-78)
OPERATOR MANUAL

1. FUNCTION
The machine inserts documents into envelopes and then
seals and stacks the envelopes. Automatic monitoring
ensures the correct number of inserts per envelope.
The machine is equipped with two envelope exits, the
rear and side exit and a document thickness detector. In
principle the detector will stop the machine if a document
is too thick or too thin. The detector can also be used to
select the envelope exit depending on the thickness of the
document (franking selection).

Fig. 1
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Before using this machine thoroughly read the
operating instructions. In the European Union an
operator manual printed in the national
language(s), as well as an original operator manual
are supplied with the machine. If it is not, contact
your authorized distributor.
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USED SYMBOLS
In this manual the following symbols are used.
Warning, this symbol indicates a wrong action
which can cause a hazard to health or
damage the machine.
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Warning, this symbol indicates a hazard to life
because of high voltage.

NOTE
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Additional information
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2. GENERAL
2.1 Operating controls
A:
B:
C:
D:
E :
F :
G:
H:
J :

top cover
loc
control panel
power inlet, power switch and fuse
handle for clearing stoppages
locking handle loc
handle for clearing stoppages
water tray
side cover (opened)

K:
L :
M:
N:

side guides envelope hopper
envelopes support bracket
knob for separation adjustment
thumbwheel for side guides adjustment
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2.2 Display buttons

2.3 Key combinations

3. PREPARATIONS

A:
B:
C:

Reset batch counter
To reset the batch counter, press the “pause” and
“
preset count” key at the same time (see A, fig. 6).
See also “5.3 Batching” on page 7.

Moistening the brushes
The water tray A must always be filled with water and the
brushes must be moistened. An extra set of brushes is
provided so that one set can be soaked in water whilst the
other set is used. For this a special section is available in the
water tray. In that way there is always one set ready for
usage.

D:
E :
F :
G:
H:
J :
K:
L :
M:
N:
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“+” key
“-” key
“
preset count” key, use to switch on/off the
preset counter
“stop” key, stops the machine immediately
(escape during settings)
“R” key, use to reset the machine after clearing
stoppages (confirm during settings)
“auto” key, use to start the machine in automatic
mode
“pause” key, stops the machine after completing
the cycle
“
” key, use to shift the envelope stop
position to the right
“
” key, use to shift the envelope stop position
to the left
“1 x
document” key, use to start one insert
cycle
“1 x
envelope” key, use to feed one envelope
onto the insert table, ready to be filled
“^ ” key, use to select lower job number
“ ” key, use to select a higher job number

Reset thickness detection
To reset the thickness detection and start again in “auto”
mode, press the “auto” and “R” key at the same time (see
B, fig 6). See also “5.4 Document thickness detection”
on page 8.
To reset the thickness detection and start again with one insert
cycle, press the “1 x
document” and “R” key at the
same time (see C, fig 6). See also “5.4 Document
thickness detection” on page 8.
Reset job day counter
To reset the day counter press the “+” and “R” key at the
same time (see D, fig. 6). See also “6.2 Reset day
counter” on page 11.

To fill the water tray, lift the locking handle F (fig. 3 on page
3) of the loc. Then pull up the loc B (fig. 3 on page 3) to the
vertical position. Open the side cover J (fig. 3 on page 3)
and fill the water tray to the “max” level.
Before moving the machine, the watertray must be
removed.

See also “8.3 Cleaning the brushes” on page 16 for
replacing the brushes.
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4. ADJUSTMENTS
4.1 Envelope separation

4.2 Hopper side guides & support

4.3 Envelope receiving trays

Adjust the envelope separation by turning knob D counter
clockwise until two envelopes (flap down and trailing), one
on top of the other, can be moved backwards and forwards
between the rollers without resistance.
The turn knob D clockwise until one envelope will pass
between the rollers.

Take a stack of about 20 envelopes. Fan the envelopes a
bit and place the envelopes in the hopper with the flap
down and “trailing” on the envelope support A. The
bottom envelope must enter the separator first.

The inserter has a rear envelope tray and may also have a
side envelope tray. These trays must be adjusted to the
envelope width and height.

Adjust the side guides B by turning the thumbwheel C, to
provide just enough space for the envelopes to move freely.
Too much play causes skewing.

Rear tray
Adjust the side plates A about 20 mm (0.8 inch) wider than
the used envelopes. Make sure that the locating pins fit into
the slotted holes. The side plates may be angled slightly to
give a wider opening at the top.
Loosen supporting pin B by turning it counter clockwise and
put an envelope on the bottom of the tray. Leave about 10
mm (0.4 inch) clearance between envelope and pin and
re-tighten the pin.
Slide the complete tray in or out until the edge of the pin is
directly below the slide C.

After starting the machine it may occur that more than one
envelope at a time is pulled in. If this happens, rotate knob
D clockwise a quarter turn. Repeat if necessary to obtain
correct operation.
Once the envelope separation has been set, a wide variety
of envelopes can be handled.

Adjust the envelope support A so that the flap side of the
envelopes is lifted about 20 mm (0.8 inch).

Warped envelopes may skew on the insert table. The
envelope support A can be rotated to compensate for this.
Turn the envelope support A so that the weight of the
envelopes is distributed evenly on both sides.

Depending on the thickness of the filled envelope, the
support pin B is generally set on the envelope height. Leave
about 10 mm (0.4 inch) clearance between envelope and
pin.
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Side tray

4.4 Set sealing, folding without inserting

Slide the tray in or out to allow about 10 mm (0.4 inch)
clearence on either side of the envelop in most cases this
will mean that the tray is pushed in completely.

Set sealing on or off

Adjust the side plate A to the envelope height, allowing 10
mm (0.4 inch) clearence. Ensure that the locating pin is
fitted into the slotted hole.

Fig. 12

The machine starts in normal inserting operation. To turn the
moistening off, press the “pause” and “stop” key (A and
B fig. 12)at the same time. The display shows the message
“NOSEAL”.
To turn the moistening on again, press the “stop” and
“pause” key at the same time, until the display shows the
message “INSERT”.
Folding without inserting
Take away the envelope from the inserting table.
Press the “stop” and “pause” key at the same time, until
the display shows the message “FOLD”.

The exit (rear or side) can be changed by selecting a different
function.
The machine can be switched to inserting operation again by
pressing the “stop” and “pause” key at the same time. The
display will show the message “INSERT”.
After the machine is switched off with the power switch, the
machine starts again in normal inserting operation.
When the sealing has not been used for some time, the
brushes will be dried out. When turning the moistening on
again it is best to use the set of brushes that have been soaked
in the water tank. For replacing the brushes see “8.3
Cleaning the brushes” on page 16.

To start, press the “1 x
document” or “auto” key. The
documents will be ejected to the exit indicated by lamp C or
D.
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5. JOBS
4.5 Envelope stop position

4.6 Envelope finger adjustment

5.1 General

Press the “1 x
envelope” key to bring an envelope
onto the insert table. The flap folding line must be
positioned under the green indicator A. If necessary, adjust
the flap folding line position by pressing the “ “ or “
“
key. Each press stops the next envelope 0,5 mm (0.02 inch)
to the right (later) or left (earlier). Check the settings by
pressing the “1 x
envelope” key again.

When the envelope stop position is set correct, the insert
fingers can be adjusted. To adjust the insert fingers B
(5 in total), open the top cover, lift the locking lever of the
loc and pull the loc into vertical position.

The IN-2C is equipped with two envelope exits and a
document thickness detector. The use of both exits and the
thickness detection is determined in a so called function. At
installation of the machine the required functions are installed
in so called jobs. Up to 10 jobs are available. Job 10 can be
programmed by the operator. Job 1 through 9 are
programmed on installation by the service organisation.

Adjustments to the envelope stop position can be made with
the machine running.
Stop the machine by pressing the “pause” key.

Loosen the thumb screw C on top of each finger. Then slide
the finger until the tip has entered about 5 mm
(0.2 inch) into the envelope. Re-tighten the thumb screw.
The fingers on either side of the loc can be moved sideways
to the desired position. Place the outer fingers about 10 mm
(0.4 inch) from the edges of the envelope. The middle
finger can not be moved side ways.
When adjusting the fingers sideways, be sure that finger D
is not positioned over sensor E.
Check the finger position when changing to a different type
of envelope.
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Because of the both exits and the document thickness
detector, envelopes can be:
• ejected via the rear exit only,
• ejected via the side exit only,
• stacked in batches alternating between the rear and side
trays or
• ejected via either the rear or the side exits, directed by the
document thickness detector (franking) and/or an external
system.
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Fig. 15

5.2 Selecting the required job
Refer to the job cards on page 10 for the description of the
possible jobs. The job card will be filled in on installation.
To select the required
job, press the “ ^ ” key (higher job
^
number) or “ ” key (lower job number) once. The display
shows the job number. If the desired job is chosen, no further
action is necessary. After 3 seconds the display will show the
usual counter indication.
To check which function is active in a particular job, press
the “+” key once, while the relevant job number is
displayed. Now the display will indicate the function
number (Fnc...). Refer to the function table on page 10.
There you find a explanation of the indicated function
number.
5.3 Batching
If a job with this function is selected, envelopes will be
stacked in batches alternating between the rear and side
trays. On installation of the system, the number of envelopes
in each batch will be set according to the user’s wishes.
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Fig. 16

When the “pause” and the “preset count” key are
pressed at the same time, the display will show the message
“Bat xx”, where xx is the batch quantity.
At the same time the batch counter will be reset.
The remaining number of envelopes to complete a batch will
be displayed by pressing the “+” key during automatic
operation.
5.4 Document thickness detection
The thickness detector controls the thickness of the document.
In this way the machine checks if the envelope will be filled
with the correct amount of documents.

The thickness detection can be reset in two ways. These are:
Reset thickness detection and start operating in
auto mode.
Press the “auto” and “R” key at the same time. Lamp A will
flash and the inserter will start processing. Lamp A will go off
after the thickness of the first document is memorized.
Reset thickness detection and use one document to set the
thickness detection.
Press the “1 x document” and “R” key at the same time.
Lamp A will flash and the inserter starts a single insert cycle.
This document is used to set the thickness detection. Lamp A
will go off after the thickness of the document is memorized.

The thickness detector is self setting. After selecting a job with
the thickness detection (or after resetting the thickness
detection) lamp A will flash. Press the “1 x
document”
or “auto” key to start. The thickness of the first document
passing under the detector is memorized and compared with
the following inserts. Lamp A will go off.

IN-2C (SI-78)

Fig. 17

5.5 Franking selection

5.6 Exit controlled external (on-line)

5.7 Programming job 10

There are two possibilities:
• both envelopes of the correct weight for the preset postage
value and envelopes that are lighter must go to the exit
where the franking machine is positioned.
• only envelopes of the correct weight for the preset postage
value must go to the exit where the franking machine is
positioned.

When a job with this function is selected, documents are
identified by an external control system. After insertion they
are directed to either the rear or the side exit.

Job 10 can be programmed by the operator. To^program job
10, press the “^” (higher job number) key or “ ” (lower job
number) key until job number 10 is displayed. During the
time that job 10 is displayed, press the “+” or “-”key. On
the display the message “Fnc” followed by a number will be
displayed.

The other envelopes will move to the other exit.
After a job with franking selection has been selected, lamp A
will flash to indicate that the thickness detection must be set.
Press the “1 x
document” or “auto” key to start. Ensure
that the first envelope is filled with the same number of
documents, so that the weight of the filled envelope is just
below the maximum franking weight. The thickness (reference
value) is then set automatically and lamp A will go off.

IN-2C (SI-78)

On line and franking
If franking is also active, only documents selected by the
external control system and of the correct thickness will be
routed to the franking exit.
On line and batching
Envelopes will be stacked in batches alternating between the
rear and side trays. The moment the external control system
directs the envelopes to the other exit, the batch counter is
reset and batching will restart in that exit.

Select the required function number by pressing the
“-” or “+” key. Refer to the function table on page 10 to
determine which function is to be used. When the desired
number is set, press the “R” key to confirm the settings. For a
short moment the job number will appear and the display will
go back to the normal job counter indication.
Do not select function 9 for job 10 because this function is
used for service purposes.
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5.8 FUNCTIONTABLE

5.9 Job cards

Depending on which exit the franking machine is positioned
the rear exit or side exit lamp lights.
This is set by the service support.
An example: Job 1 uses function number 11. This means that
the correctly filled envelopes are ejected to the rear exit.
Incorrect filled envelopes are detected by the thickness detector
and are ejected to the side exit.
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6. OPERATING THE MACHINE
6.1

Switching on or off

The machine can be switched on or off with the power
switch A. After switching on the machine, the envelope
fingers will move forward. The display first shows the
message “IN 2” and then for about 3 seconds the message
“AQUA”. This message reminds to check the waterlevel in
the water tray. Then the display shows the last used job
number and then the day counter. Now the machine is
ready for usage.
6.2 Reset day counter
Mostly the display shows the number of filled envelopes. To
reset the day counter (and batch counter) press the “+” and
the “R” key at the same time.
For details of optional counter functions refer to 10. OPTIONS
on page 17.
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6.3 Quick check list
Once the adjustments and settings have been carried out, the
inserter can be operated automatically.
Quick check list of the adustments and settings:
• check the waterlevel in the water tray.
• switch on the inserter.
• set the envelope separation.
• set the envelope hopper side guides and support.
• set the envelope receiving trays.
• place the moistening brush control handle in the desired
position.
• place envelopes in the hopper.
• press the “1 x envelope” key to bring an envelope onto
the insert table.
• check the envelope stop position, adjust if necessary.
• set the envelope fingers if necessary.
• select the required job.
• check and adjust any other equipment attached to the
inserter.
• press the “1 x
document” key to check the settings.

Once the inserter is adjusted the machine can be started with
the “auto” key (lamp A lights).
With the machine running the envelope stop position can be
adjusted by pressing the “
“ or “
“ key. An indication
to which side the envelope stop position will move, appears
in the display.
To halt operation, press the “pause” key (lamp A starts
flashing). The inserter will complete the cycle and then stops
(lamp B lights). Restart with the “1 x
document” or
“auto” key.
To stop the inserter immediately, press the “stop” key. The
inserter will stop in mid-cycle and lamp B lights. Before
restarting the machine the document path must be checked
and cleared.
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7. FAULT FINDING
7.1 General
The status indicator on the operator panel has two green and
six red lamps. The green lamps indicate that documents (F) or
envelopes (H) are missing or fed irregularly. Refill or make
adjustments (such as envelope separation) if needed. If no
adjustments are needed (only refilling) press the “R” key to
reset the machine.
The red lamps indicate the reason why the machine has
stopped:
B
the envelope has not been fully transported through the
sealing station.
C
the documents have not been inserted completely or the
envelope flap is not open.
D
the insert is too thin or too thick or inserts are
overlapping.
E
the machine is stopped by an external machine.
G
stoppage in the envelope feeding.

Whenever a red lamp lights, lamp A also lights. After
correcting the fault, press the “R” key before restarting. If the
fault has not been corrected, pressing the “R” key will result in
the appearance of an error code in the display. Refer to
“Error codes” for an explanation of the error codes.
If only lamp A lights, one of the covers is open and the
machine can not be started. Closing the cover(s) will switch of
the lamp and the machine can be started.
7.2 clearing stoppages
Lamp B
Open the top and side cover and remove the material that is
blocking in the exit. Also inspect and remove any material
from the sealing area. Therefore lift the locking lever of the loc
and pull the loc up.
After all remaining material has been removed, lower the loc
and close the cover by pressing it down until it clicks shut.
Press the “R” key to reset the machine. Press the “auto” key
to restart.

Lamp D
The document was already inserted when the machine
stopped. Press the “R” key and then the “1x
envelope“
key. The ejected envelope will contain the faulty insert (too
thick or too thin). Check the envelope contents. Then restart by
pressing the “auto” key.
Lamp E
Check the other units of the system, refer to the operator
manuals for clearing stoppages. After clearing all stoppages,
press the “R” key on the inserter.
Lamp F
A stoppage in the document feeding area can be cleared by
opening the top cover and lifting the loc. To help, open the
side cover, push handle B inwards and rotate it from side to
side. After correcting the stoppage, press the “R” key to reset
and the “auto” key to restart the machine.

Lamp C
The envelope and possible the insert, has to be removed from
the insert table. Lift the top cover slightly and lift the locking
handle of the loc and lift the loc until it touches the top cover.
Remove all material from the insert area. Lower the loc and
close the top cover. Press the “R” key to reset and the “auto”
key to restart the machine.
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Lamp G
Open the side cover. Squeeze the blue handles A towards
each other and remove the envelope(s) from the lower
envelope track. Close the side cover, press the “R” key and
restart by pressing the “auto” key.
If needed, envelopes and documents can be transported
manually by means of handle B). To transport envelopes
manually to the insert table, rotate the handle from side to side.
To transport a document manually, press the
“1 x
document” key, push handle B inwards and then
rotate it from side to side.
Lamp H
Irregular feeding of envelopes. Check the envelope
separation.
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Nr.

Description

Remedy

10

Remove envelope(s) manually. Check envelope specifications

11

Envelope too long, or jam in envelope
track
Stoppage on insertion

12
13
14

Sudden change in document length
Stopping in exit erea
Document too thin

Check waiting envelope
Remove documents and envelope(s) manually
Check waiting envelope

15
16
17
18

Envelope flap not opened.
Envelope not arrived at exit.
Document arrived too soon.
Loc lifted or document under loc.

Remove envelope.
Remove envelope.
Remove document.
Lower loc, remove document.

19

Stoppage in envelope track.

Remove envelope.

20
21

Clear all envelopes from track.
Service assistance needed.*

22

Envelope detection wrong.
Thickness detector did not detect
processed document.
Envelope too short.

23

Closing switch (B, fig. 7) covered.

24

Closing switch (B, fig 7) covered.

25

Closing switch (B, fig 7) missed.

26
27

Document too late at closing switch
(B, fig 7).
Missing document(s) to insert.

Remove documents and try again. Service assistance may be
needed.*
Remove documents and try again. Service assistance may be
needed.*
Remove documents and try again. Service assistance may be
needed.*
Remove documents and try again. Service assistance may be
needed.*
Check all other equipment. Clear document track and try again.

28

Document too thick.

Remove document(s).

29

Remove document(s).

30

Document already in the machine
when switching on the machine.
Code 30 and above.

* Before

contacting your service organisation, switch the inserter off and on again, to verify machine operation.

Remove envelope and document(s)

Remove envelope and check envelope specifications.

Service assistance needed.
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7.4 OPERATOR TROUBLESHOOTING

Refer to
page

Symptom

Possible cause

Remedy

The machine cannot be
started after switching on.

Machine not connected to mains.

Connect the machine to the mains.

-

Fuse is blown.

Replace fuse below power switch.

3

The top or side cover is opened.

Close the covers.

-

The machine has detected an error (the red lamp above the "R" key

Solve the problem and reset the machine.

12

Function 9 selected for job 10.

Select other function for job 10

9

Machine stops with
envelope at insert position
(flap not open).

Envelopes stacked reversed in the hopper.

Check envelope adjustments.

5

Envelope flap sticks.

Store envelopes under 50% relative humidity.

20

Wrong envelope type used (not according to specifications).

Change envelopes (check specifications).

20

Envelopes are double fed.

Separation not correctly adjusted.

Check separation settings, adjust if needed.

5

Envelopes not placed properly in the hopper.

Check and replace if needed.

5

Side guides of the envelope hopper are set too wide.

Check side guides and adjust if needed.

5

Envelope warped.

Reposition envelope support.

5

lights).

Envelope stop skewed
(more than 4 mm (0.16").

Envelopes are fed irregularly. Hopper almost empty.

Flap is wrinkled and
sometimes not opened.

Fingers are placed on top
of the envelope.
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Refill hopper.

5

Separation set too narrow.

Check separation settings, adjust if needed.

5

Side guides set too narrow.

Check side guides and adjust if needed.

5

Envelope support not positioned correctly.

Reposition the envelope support.

5

Envelopes warped.

Reposition the envelope support.

5

Envelope not within specifications.
Flap sticks.

Check specifications and change envelopes if needed.
Store envelopes under 50% humidity.

20
20

Flap curled.

Envelopes stored or manufactured improperly.

20

Separation set too narrow.

Check separation settings, adjust if needed.

5

Fingers adjusted too deep into the envelope.

Check fingers position, adjust if needed.
Check envelope stop position, adjust if needed

7

Envelope stops too early.

7

IN-2C (SI-78)

Symptom

Possible cause

Remedy

Refer
to page

Fingers are placed on top
of the envelope.

Fingers adjusted too deep into the envelope.

Check fingers position, adjust if needed.

7

Envelope stops too early.

Check envelope stop position, adjust if needed

7

Machine stops while
inserting (jam at the
inserting point).

Fingers not correctly adjusted.

Check fingers position, adjust if needed.

7

Inserted document too long for used envelope.

Check fold settings, adjust if needed.

-

Inserted document too close to the side of the envelope.

Adjust side guides on feeder or transport track.

-

Envelope throat incorrect.

Check envelope specifications.

20

Envelope glued inside.

Eliminate faulty envelopes.

-

Window not glued properly.

Eliminate faulty envelope s.

-

Water level low.

Check water level, refill if needed.

5

Brushes dry.

Check brushes, replace if needed by the extra soaked set.

5, 6

Brushes dirty.

Check brushes, clean if needed.

16

Moistening felt dry.

Check the moistening felt, refill water tray if needed.

5

Moistening felt dirty.

Check the moistening felt, clean if needed.

16

Moistening brushes inactive.

Activate the moistening br ushes.

6

Envelope not always
ejected from sealer.

Inserted document too big.

Check fold settings, adjust if needed.

-

Document not inserted deep enough.

Check adjustment of envelope stop position and fingers.

5

Document feed does not
start.

Feed station(s) not switched on.

Switch on feed station(s).

Connection cable(s) loose.

Check and connect properly.

Other module with own power supply not connected to mains supply.

Connect and switch on.

-

Flap not sufficiently
moistened.

IN-2C (SI-78)
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A

Fig. 23

Fig. 24

A

A

C

Fig. 25

8. MAINTENANCE
8.1 Servicing

8.3 Cleaning the brushes

8.4 Cleaning the moistening felt

Disconnect the mains supply before performing
any maintenance.

Clean the brushes when dirty or saturated with glue. An extra
set of brushes is provided. The best procedure is to always
soak one set of brushes and use the other set. In that way
there is always a clean set of brushes ready for usage.

Clean the moistening felt and water tray when dirty or
saturated with glue. To remove the water tray the top cover
must be lifted and the side cover must be opened. Then the
loc must be lifted by pulling the locking handle A (fig. 24) of
the loc.

The user must not attempt to service the
appliance beyond that described in this operator
manual. All other servicing must be referred to
qualified service personnel only. For service
please contact your authorized distributor.

To replace the brushes the transparent cover and loc must be
lifted. Lift the loc. The brushes can be removed one by one by
pulling them straight off the brush holder (see fig. 23). When
replacing the brushes, align the studs on each brush with the
respective holes in the brush holder.

8.2 General cleaning
The machine must be kept in proper condition by regularly
removing dust, paper remains, etc. Clean the sealing table
and rubber rollers when dirty with glue. This can be done by
using a slightly wetted cloth soaked in warm water.

Pull out the water tray and clean it under running water.
Replace the water tray, lower the loc, close the side cover
and close the top cover.
8.5 Cleaning the sensors

Remove the brush holder by pulling tongue A (fig. 23) down
and the brush holder out of the loc.
To replace the brush holder, slide the tongue on the holder
into the loc and press downwards and inwards to click in.
The brushes should be cleaned once a week.

When the display shows the message “DUST”, the sensors on
the envelope and/or document path must be cleaned. The
lamps on the display indicate which sensor(s) must be
cleaned.
The sensors can be cleaned by using the bellows A (fig. 25)
located behind the side cover.
To clean the sensors, put the bellows in hole B (fig. 25).
Squeeze a few times firmly to blow away the dust from the
sensors. Repeat this procedure for hole C (fig. 25).
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A

Fig. 26

9. OPTIONS
The following functions are optional and can be set by the
service organisation.
Preset counter (batch count down)
The inserter will process the preset number of envelopes. First
clear the display by pressing the “+” and “R” key at the same
time. Press the “
preset count” key to switch on the
preset counter. Lamp D will flash and the display will show the
batch quantity.
To adjust the batch quantity press the “+” or “-” key.
To start, press the “1 x document” or “auto” key. When
the batch is complete, the machine will stop and lamp D will
flash. To start the next batch, again press the “1
x document” or “auto” key. During automatic operation
the remaining batch quantity can be displayed by pressing the
“-” key.
To reset the counter, press the “-” and “R” key at the same
time. Lamp D will flash until the “auto” key is pressed.
To switch off the preset counter, press the “
key until lamp D goes off.

IN-2C (SI-78)

stop count”

Processing envelopes with opened flap
When this function is installed, it is possible to select whether
the feeding envelopes are with flap open or closed.
This function is normally inactive (closed). To activate the
function press the “stop” and the “1 x
envelop” key at
the same time. The display shows “CLOSED” or “OPENED”.
If not, again press both keys. Press the “-” key to switch to
“OPENED”. Press the “+” key to switch to “CLOSED”. This is
then memorized by pressing the “R” key.
Multiple sheet insertion
With this function multiple documents can be inserted when
using a single feed/fold station.
To activate this function, press the “stop” and the
“1 x document” key at the same time. The display will
show the message “Sht x”, where x is the number of inserts
(1 to 5). To adjust the number of sheets, press the “+” or “-”
key B. Press the “R” key to confirm the setting.
To start, press the “auto” key. The counter counts the amount
of filled envelopes.
To complete the set after an interruption, press the
“1 x document” key to make a single insert cycle and/or
the “1 x envelope” key to reset the internal insert count to
zero (a new envelope will be transported onto the insertion
spot). Press the “auto” key to continue.

To switch off this function, press the “stop” key and the
“1 x document” key at the same time. Set the number of
inserts to one again by pressing the “-” key. If the inserter is
switched off by the power switch, the multiple sheet insertion is
switched off.
Thickness detection measurement area
When this function is installed, it is possible to adjust the
position of the measurement area of the thickness detection.

If the thickness of the documents can vary, for example when a
small card must be inserted which can shift in place, it is
recommended to shift the thickness detection to a stable section
of the document.
To adjust the measurement area, press the “stop” and “∫” key
at the same time. The display show the message “POS 0” for
about 3 seconds. By pressing the “+” or “-” key, the
measurement area moves to the right or left. Each press shifts
the measurement area 5 mm (0.2 inch). To store the new
position press the “R” key.
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Fig. 27

B

Flap detection
When this function is installed it is possible to switch the flap
detection on or off. For some types of envelopes it might be
required that the flap detection is switched off.
To set the flap detection, press the “stop” and
“1 x envelope” key at the same time. The display shows
the message “FLAP” or “NO FLAP”. If not, again press both
keys.
Then press the “-” key to switch off the flap detection. The
display shows the message “NO FLAP”. Press the “+” key to
switch on the flap detection. The display shows the message
“FLAP”. To confirm and save the setting, press the “R” key.
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Ejecting envelopes with closed flap
With this function activated, the inserter will not stop when an
envelope flap stays closed. It will eject the envelope
automatically into the other exit than the one used for filled
envelopes. If more than 5 envelopes flaps stay closed the
inserter will stop.

A

C

Fig. 28

Envelope turning table
At the side exit a franking machine can be fitted. The envelope
turning table allows a franking machine to be fitted in line with
the inserter. It is fitted at the rear exit by the service
organisation and can be adjusted as follows.
• Set the height by means of the long adjustable foot A. Adjust
by turning the lower part of the foot.
• Pull the two plastic flaps B out and insert onto the franking
machine
To use the franking machine “off line” (without the inserter),
the envelope turning table can be lowered by putting it on the
shorter foot. The envelopes can now be put on top of the
transparent cover and can be guided into the franking
machine. The height of the shorter foot is also adjustable. On
request, service support will fit a side guide for this application
onto plate C.
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10.

SPECIFICATIONS

This operator manual refers to machines as from machine number 98 BS-5008 or higher.
Machine specifications
Model

: IN-2C

Type

: inserting machine for medium office use.

Overall dimensions

: height
: width
: length

Weight

: 57 kg (125 lbs)

350 mm (13.8 inch)
420 mm (16.5 inch)
720 mm (28.3 inch)

Noise level (following DIN 45635 part 19)

:

single station
mult. station
incl. OMR
crossfold

:
:
:
:

± 72 dB(A)
± 73 dB(A)
± 72 dB(A)
± 71 dB(A)

Theoretical max. speed

: 4300 inserts per hour, depending on configuration

Operating temperature

: 10 - 50°C (50 - 122°F)

Humidity

: 10 - 90%

Power consumption

: 100 - 120 V AC / 50/60 Hz / 3.0 -3.3 Amps
220 - 240 V AC /
50 Hz / 1.4 -1.5 Amps

Approvals

: conforms to IEC 950 and derivatives
UL listed ITE, File E153801
BS EN60950, File KM11322

Note: this equipment has been tested and found to comply
with the limits for class A digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of
the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide
reasonable protection against harmful interference when the
equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency
energy and, if not installed and used in accordance with this
instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio
communications. Operation of this equipment in a residential
area is likely to cause harmful interference in which case the
user will be required to correct the interference at his own
expense.
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Envelope and insert specifications
Maximum insert specifications are based on single sheets. When multiples are handled, more room inside the envelope
is needed depending on application.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

mm

140

90

32

10

-

80

60 g/m 2

inches

5.5

3.5

1.25

0.4

-

3.14

60 g/m 2

mm

242

162

B - 32

-

A - 12

B-5

2.5*

inches

9.5

6.38

B - 1.25

-

A - 0.47

B - 0.2

0.1

minumum size

maximum size

* Booklets up to approximately 2 mm (0.08 inch) thickness, depending on stiffness.
Remarks
• The specification of the paper handling equipment is often wider than that of the envelopes and documents handled. The condition
of material handled will limit the specified environmental conditions.
• We recommend that materials to be handled are stored at a temperature of 20 °C (68°F) with a relative humidity factor of 50%. If
difference in temperature occurs between store room and mailing area, the material has to be stored near the machine at least 24
hours before use.
• Self-copying paper may cause rubber parts to wear quicker. The rubber used in this machine has the best resistance to Wiggins
Teape material.
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